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Abstract

Objectives: People with HIV have a higher risk of myocardial infarction

(MI) than the general population, with a greater proportion of type 2 MI

(T2MI) due to oxygen demand–supply mismatch compared with type 1 (T1MI)

resulting from atherothrombotic plaque disruption. People living with HIV

report a greater prevalence of cigarette and alcohol use than do the general

population. Alcohol use and smoking as risk factors for MI by type are not well
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studied among people living with HIV. We examined longitudinal associations

between smoking and alcohol use patterns and MI by type among people living

with HIV.

Design and Methods: Using longitudinal data from the Centers for

AIDS Research Network of Integrated Clinical Systems cohort, we conducted

time-updated Cox proportional hazards models to determine the impact of

smoking and alcohol consumption on adjudicated T1MI and T2MI.

Results: Among 13 506 people living with HIV, with a median 4 years of

follow-up, we observed 177 T1MI and 141 T2MI. Current smoking was associ-

ated with a 60% increase in risk of both T1MI and T2MI. In addition, every ciga-

rette smoked per day was associated with a 4% increase in risk of T1MI, with a

suggestive, but not significant, 2% increase for T2MI. Cigarette use had a greater

impact on T1MI for men than for women and on T2MI for women than for

men. Increasing alcohol use was associated with a lower risk of T1MI but not

T2MI. Frequency of heavy episodic alcohol use was not associated with MI.

Conclusions: Our findings reinforce the prioritization of smoking reduction,

even without cessation, and cessation among people living with HIV for MI

prevention and highlight the different impacts on MI type by gender.

KEYWORD S

alcohol use, binge drinking, HIV, people with HIV, smoking, type 1 myocardial infarction,
type 2 myocardial infarction

BACKGROUND

People with HIV have a higher risk of myocardial infarc-
tion (MI) and other cardiovascular disease (CVD) than
those without HIV [1–8]. According to the universal defini-
tion of MI, there are five types based on underlying mecha-
nisms of myocardial ischemia [9]. Type I MI (T1MI) is
attributable to disruption of atherothrombotic plaques [9].
Type 2 MI (T2MI) results from an acute imbalance in myo-
cardial oxygen (i.e., increased demand or decreased supply),
such as occurs with hypotension or vasospasm [9]. Type
3 MIs, defined by MI-related death without cardiac bio-
markers, and type 4 and 5 MIs, which occur in coronary
revascularization, are rare. In the general population, T1MI
is five to ten times more common than T2MI [10–14]. In
contrast, we have demonstrated that the incidence of T2MI
is almost as frequent as that of T1MI among people living
with HIV receiving care across the USA [15].

Associations between MI and both tobacco cigarette
smoking and alcohol consumption have been widely
studied in the general population but to a lesser extent
among people living with HIV and, more importantly,
not by MI type. Cigarette smoking is considered one of
the leading risk factors for CVD events [16]. In large
cohort studies of the general population, people who
smoke tend to have at least two times the risk of MI than

those who never smoked [17–22], with hazard ratios
(HRs) consistently higher for women than for men
[18–22]. Conversely, alcohol consumption has been
reported to be protective against MI in most studies in
the general population [23–28]. Several large cohort and
case–control studies have demonstrated that increased
alcohol intake [25, 27, 29, 30], even above recommended
limits [24, 27], had a greater protective effect than no or
light alcohol consumption. People living with HIV report
a greater prevalence of smoking [31, 32] than the general
population, and a meta-analysis suggested a 24% preva-
lence of alcohol use disorder among people living with
HIV compared with 5–15% in the general population
[33]. In addition, both smoking and alcohol use have
been associated with a lower likelihood of HIV viral sup-
pression in large diverse samples [34–38].

Given the different epidemiological presentation of MI
among people living with HIV and the high prevalence of
smoking and alcohol use, it is important to assess risk fac-
tors for MI by type among people living with HIV to deter-
mine whether the dynamics of MI are the same as in the
general population. Using a large, well-characterized
cohort of people living with HIV with comprehensive clin-
ical data, including alcohol use, smoking, and clinical MI
adjudication by type, we examined the associations
between alcohol use and smoking and T1MI and T2MI.
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METHODS

Population, setting, and data sources

Data from the Centers for AIDS Research Network of
Integrated Clinical Systems (CNICS) cohort, comprising
>37 000 people living with HIV in care at eight clinical
sites across the USA (http://www.uab.edu/cnics/) were
included [39]. CNICS sites received institutional review
board approval for the use of data collected from partici-
pants. The CNICS data repository integrates comprehen-
sive longitudinal data from outpatient and inpatient
encounters, including demographic, clinical, medication,
and laboratory data from each site's electronic health
record and other data sources [39]. Data from CNICS
clinical assessments of patient-reported outcomes and
measures (PROs) are also integrated into the data reposi-
tory [40].

We included data from six sites (University of Ala-
bama at Birmingham, University of Washington, Univer-
sity of California at San Diego, University of California at
San Francisco, University of North Carolina, and Johns
Hopkins University) where sufficient MI adjudication
was completed. The last adjudication date varied by site
with ongoing assessments. People living with HIV who
completed at least one PRO were included in the analy-
sis. Baseline date was defined as the initial CNICS visit
date plus 6 months or first completed PRO, whichever
was later and within the MI adjudication period for that
site, resulting in a study time period from September
2005 to December 2017. Participants who had a potential
MI event before baseline (n = 295) were excluded, as
were those with incomplete data (n = 139). Cohort exit,
i.e., when data collection for an individual stopped,
occurred on the earliest of the following: (a) date of first
MI, (b) 9 months after last CNICS visit or laboratory test,
(c) death, or (d) end of the site-specific MI adjudication
period.

Predictors and covariates

Data on cigarette smoking and alcohol consumption were
collected via PROs at routine care appointments every
�4–6 months. Participants were asked if they have ever
smoked or currently smoke tobacco cigarettes, including
the current number of cigarettes smoked per day. Current
alcohol consumption was assessed using the Alcohol Use
Disorders Identification Test-Consumption (AUDIT-C)
[41, 42] and modelled as (1) continuous AUDIT-C scores
(0–12) [42] and (2) AUDIT-C-derived categories;
(3) AUDIT-C use frequency, and (4) heavy-episodic use,
defined as six or more drinks in one sitting. We

categorized AUDIT-C scores into no current use, no cur-
rent use with a prior alcohol use disorder (AUD), non-
hazardous alcohol use, and hazardous alcohol use
defined as five or more drinks for men and four or more
for women per day [43]. Prior AUD was defined by either
clinical diagnoses of alcohol abuse/dependency in the
participants' medical records or ever reporting treatment
for an AUD on the CNICS PROs. Both alcohol use and
smoking were time updated for every PRO completed
and carried forward until the next measurement.

CNICS has standard operational definitions for other
key covariates at baseline. Diabetes was defined as a prior
glycated haemoglobin of ≥6.5 or use of a diabetes-specific
or diabetes-associated medication in the setting of also
having a diabetes diagnosis [44]. Hypertension was
defined as a recorded diagnosis of hypertension and
receiving an antihypertensive medication prescription.
Dyslipidaemia was identified by receipt of lipid-lowering
medications, such as statins. Estimated glomerular filtra-
tion rate (eGFR) was calculated [45] based on baseline
serum creatinine, age, sex, and race/ethnicity, with an
eGFR <30 defined as severe kidney disease [46]. HIV
viral load (VL) and CD4 counts assessed as part of clini-
cal care were time updated for each new result from base-
line until cohort exit.

Outcomes

All MI events were adjudicated as previously described
[15, 47]. Ascertainment for potential MIs includes MI
diagnoses, elevated cardiac biomarkers (e.g., troponin I
or T), or documentation of coronary interventions
(e.g., coronary artery bypass). For each potential event,
sites assembled and uploaded de-identified packets of pri-
mary data to a secure central review site. Event packets,
including medical notes, laboratory tests, imaging results,
and electrocardiograms, were reviewed independently by
two expert physicians, who categorized potential events
as no, probable, or definite MI, with further differentia-
tion into MI types. Discordance between reviewers' find-
ings resulted in review by a third physician, and the three
resolved any discrepancies. MIs for this study included
all events adjudicated as definite or probable MI and only
the first MI a participant has had.

Statistical analyses

Unadjusted summary statistics, including comparisons of
central tendency and frequencies, were applied to base-
line measures collected from clinical assessments to
describe the cohort by type of MI event. As other MI
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types were rare (e.g., <10 type 4 or 5 MIs in CNICS to
date), they are not discussed further.

We used time-updated Cox proportional hazards
models to determine associations between cigarette
smoking or alcohol consumption and MI by type,
adjusted for known MI risk factors, in which smoking
status, alcohol consumption, VL, and CD4 count were
updated as new data became available. Alcohol use was
based on each of the four models described above and
shown in Table 1. Smoking status (never, former, cur-
rent) and number of cigarettes smoked per day among
current smokers, centred on the median number of cig-
arettes, was modelled the same way in all models.
Given associations of current smoking with both T1MI
and T2MI and potentially differential associations by
age and sex by type of MI, we graphed type-specific
MI-free survival among smokers and non-smokers by
age and cigarettes per day (pack equivalent) among
males and females in models that included smoking
but not alcohol. All models were adjusted for age, birth
sex, race/ethnicity, hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection,
hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection, dyslipidaemia,
hypertension, diabetes, and time-updated VL and CD4
count. The assumption of proportional hazards was
assessed by Schoenfeld residuals. Analyses were con-
ducted using STATA v17.0.

RESULTS

In total, 13 506 people living with HIV were included,
with a median follow-up time of 4.04 years (interquar-
tile range [IQR] 1.8–12.3 years), median of 8.1 PROs per
person (IQR 3.6–24.6), and a mean age of 44 years (med-
ian 44; range 19–87) at baseline; 18% of participants
were female (n = 2491); and race/ethnicity was reported
as follows: 43% White, 38% African American/Black,
and 14% Hispanic/Latinx (Table 1). T1MI occurred in
177 participants and T2MI occurred in 141 during the
study period. In univariate analyses, participants who
had either a T1MI or a T2MI were significantly older
and were more likely to report current smoking and
smoking more cigarettes per day at baseline than those
who did not experience an MI during the study period
(Table 1). Current alcohol use, frequency of use, heavy
episodic use, frequency of heavy episodic consumption,
and AUDIT-C scores were lower among those who
experienced a T1MI than among those with no MI;
those who had a T1MI or T2MI were also more likely to
report not consuming alcohol than those who did not
have an MI. Female participants were significantly less
likely than males to have a T1MI but more likely to
have a T2MI.

Adjusting for potential confounders, including time-
updated VL and CD4 count, those reporting current ciga-
rette use had a consistently increased risk of T1MI than
those reporting never smoking, regardless of how alcohol
was modelled (HR range 1.61–1.67) (Table 2). Further-
more, the risk of T1MI increased by 4% for every ciga-
rette currently smoked per day in all models. Current
cigarette use was associated with a similar significant
increase in risk for T2MI across all four models of alco-
hol use (HR range 1.57–1.64; Table 2). A similar pat-
tern to that of T1MI was observed in T2MI for impact
of cigarettes smoked per day, including similar stability
in the point estimate and confidence intervals (CIs),
but did not achieve significance in T2MI models. Those
reporting former smoking did not have an increased
risk of either MI type compared with those who had
never smoked. Consistent results were observed in sen-
sitivity analyses including time updated body mass
index as a confounder in the models (Table S1). Simi-
larly, in sensitivity analyses including polynomial
terms for smoking to examine linearity of association
and separate models to examine the impact of ciga-
rettes per day on only people living with HIV who
reported ever smoking, we observed consistent associa-
tions for dose-dependent effects (Table S2). General-
ized additive model plots provided further
visualization of the impact of cigarettes per day on risk
of T1MI (Figure S1) and T2MI (Figure S2).

People living with HIV who had a higher AUDIT-C
score by continuous measure were significantly less likely
to experience a T1MI (HR 0.91; 95% CI 0.84–0.98) but not
a T2MI (Table 2). Additionally, in models where alcohol
use was categorized into current non-use without AUD,
non-use with AUD, non-hazardous drinking, and hazard-
ous drinking, the risk of T1MI was reduced among those
reporting alcohol consumption, regardless of category. In
contrast, the risk of T2MI was reduced for those reporting
non-hazardous alcohol consumption but not for those
reporting hazardous consumption. Neither frequency of
alcohol use nor heavy episodic consumption in the past
30 days was associated with either MI type.

Given that aging is associated with increased risk of
MI in the general population, among people living with
HIV [48], and in this study (data not shown), we exam-
ined the impact of aging and smoking within our models
of T1MI and T2MI by plotting survival curves for decade
of age and smoking status (Figure 1). For every decade of
age (from 30–60 years), current smoking increased our
participants' risk of T1MI by approximately one age
decade. However, for T2MI, the increased risk from
smoking was greater than a single decade of age. Simi-
larly, when we plotted amount smoked by sex, we saw
different patterns for the types of MI (Figure 2). The
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impact of increased number of cigarettes per day
(assessed by intervals of half packs) on T1MI was greater
for men than for women. However, the reverse pattern
was seen for T2MI.

DISCUSSION

Among people living with HIV who completed detailed
longitudinal assessments on cigarette/alcohol use with a

median follow-up of 4 years, there was a 60% higher risk
of either T1MI or T2MI among those who currently
smoked than among those who never smoked. We also
observed that current smoking increased the risk of MI
by the equivalent of one or more decade of age and that
smoking appeared to have a greater association with
T1MI risk in men and T2MI risk in women. There was
no difference in risk for either type of MI for those who
formerly smoked compared with those who never
smoked. These findings taken together with the observed

TABLE 1 Baseline demographic, behavioural, and clinical characteristics of participants by occurrence of MI and type of MI during the

study period (N = 13 506).

Characteristicsa
Total
(n = 13 506)

No MI
(n = 13 188)

Type 1 MI
(N = 177)

Type 2 MI
(n = 141)

Age mean (SD) 44 (10.9) 43 (10.9) 51 (8.5) 49 (10.5)

Female 2491 (18.4) 2440 (18.5) 16 (9.0) 35 (24.8)

Race/ethnicity

White 5819 (43.1) 5679 (43.1) 93 (52.5) 47 (33.3)

Black 5155 (38.2) 5021 (38.1) 54 (30.5) 80 (56.7)

Hispanic 1903 (14.1) 1866 (14.2) 25 (14.1) 12 (8.5)

Other 629 (4.7) 622 (4.7) 5 (2.8) 2 (1.4)

Smoking status

Never 4948 (36.6) 4853 (36.8) 55 (31.1) 40 (28.4)

Former 3109 (23.0) 3047 (23.1) 37 (20.9) 25 (17.7)

Current 5449 (40.4) 5288 (40.1) 85 (48.0) 76 (53.9)

Cigarettes/day among those
ever smoking (n = 8558), median (IQR)

10 (5–15) 10 (5–15) 12.5 (10–15) 10.0 (5–15)

AUDIT-C score, mean (SD) 2.1 (2.5) 2.1 (2.5) 1.6 (2.1) 1.7 (2.8)

Hazardous alcohol consumption

No consumption 4948 (36.6) 4782 (36.3) 89 (50.3) 79 (56.0)

Non-hazardous drinking 6263 (46.4) 6155 (46.7) 69 (39.0) 39 (27.7)

Hazardous drinking 2295 (17.0) 2251 (17.1) 19 (10.7) 23 (16.3)

Current alcohol use 8558 (63.4) 8408 (63.8) 88 (49.7) 62 (44.0)

Frequency use (in prior 30 days) among users
(n = 8558), days, mean (SD)

5.3 (6.1) 5.3 (6.1) 4.5 (5.4) 6.5 (7.1)

Binge alcohol use 4410 (32.7) 4336 (32.9) 45 (25.4) 29 (20.6)

Frequency (prior 30 days) in
binge users (n = 4410), days, mean (SD)

2.5 (6.3) 2.5 (6.2) 2.6 (7.4) 8.1 (12.6)

Hepatitis C 2373 (17.6) 2293 (17.4) 34 (19.2) 46 (32.6)

Hepatitis B 750 (5.6) 728 (5.2) 14 (7.9) 8 (5.7)

Diabetes 1105 (8.2) 1037 (7.9) 36 (20.3) 32 (22.7)

Hypertension 3257 (24.1) 3104 (23.5) 89 (50.3) 64 (45.4)

Dyslipidaemia 2113 (15.6) 2004 (15.2) 75 (42.4) 34 (24.1)

Severe kidney disease (eGFR <30) 176 (1.3) 150 (1.1) 10 (5.7) 16 (11.4)

Detectable HIV viral load 2879 (21.32) 2793 (21.2) 41 (23.2) 45 (31.9)

CD4 count cells/mm3, median (IQR) 484 (301–691) 486 (303–692) 455 (278–688) 373 (161–572)

Abbreviations: eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; IQR, interquartile range; MI, myocardial infarction; SD, standard deviation.
aData are presented as N (%) unless otherwise specified.
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increasing risk per cigarette smoked daily for T1MI sug-
gests that both smoking cessation and reduction among
people living with HIV are important for mitigating their
already increased risk of MI. The association of alcohol
consumption with MI among people living with HIV was
similar to that in the general population, where alcohol
use was associated with lower MI risk. However, this
association was only observed for AUDIT-C score and
hazardous/non-hazardous drinking for T1MI and non-
hazardous alcohol consumption for T2MI. Our study is
also one of the few to examine T1MI and T2MI sepa-
rately, regardless of population.

We found that current, but not former, smoking
among people living with HIV was associated with an
increase in MI risk with a similar or slightly smaller

effect size compared with most studies in the general
population [17–22]. Unlike our study, most studies had
not differentiated between T1MI and T2M. Our study
also collected smoking status at more frequent intervals
than other studies, and these were time updated in our
models. We adjusted for a number of factors known to be
associated with both MI and smoking, including HCV
infection, diabetes, and hypertension, whereas prior stud-
ies rarely adjusted for these [21]. Our study had greater
racial/ethnic diversity and a higher prevalence of smok-
ing than many of the general population studies, as rep-
resentative of people living with HIV.

Similarities in MI risk in our cohort and the general
population were also observed for the impact of number
of cigarettes smoked per day, where a greater number of

TABLE 2 Risk for MI by type and alcohol use and tobacco cigarette smoking in time updated adjusted analyses among people living

with HIVa (n = 13 506).

Model

Type 1 MI Type 2 MI

HR 95% CI p-value HR 95% CI p-value

1 AUDIT-C score 0.91 0.84, 0.98 0.014 0.97 0.90, 1.04 0.385

Cigarette use: never REF REF

Former 1.02 0.68, 1.53 0.931 1.28 0.79, 2.07 0.303

Current 1.67 1.14, 2.45 0.009 1.64 1.08, 2.49 0.021

Current cigarettes per day 1.04 1.01, 1.06 0.003 1.02 0.99, 1.05 0.148

2 Hazardous alcohol

No consumption, no AUD REF REF

No consumption, former AUD 1.02 0.64, 1.63 0.940 1.20 0.74, 1.95 0.460

Non-hazardous drinking 0.64 0.45, 0.90 0.011 0.61 0.40, 0.93 0.020

Hazardous drinking 0.51 0.29, 0.80 0.017 0.87 0.51, 1.46 0.595

Cigarette use: never REF REF

Former 1.02 0.68, 1.54 0.916 1.29 0.80, 2.08 0.293

Current 1.66 1.13, 2.44 0.009 1.60 1.05, 2.44 0.028

Current cigarettes per day 1.03 1.01, 1.06 0.004 1.02 0.74, 1.95 0.460

3 Alcohol frequency (days/month) 0.98 0.95,1.01 0.117 1.00 0.96, 1.03 0.744

Cigarette use: never REF REF

Former 1.00 0.66, 1.50 0.991 1.27 0.79, 2.05 0.321

Current 1.61 1.10, 2.36 0.014 1.61 1.06, 2.45 0.025

Current cigarettes per day 1.04 1.01,1.06 0.003 1.02 0.99, 1.05 0.154

4 Binge frequency (days/month) 0.94 0.85,1.03 0.2 1.03 0.99, 1.06 0.122

Cigarette use: never REF REF

Former 0.99 0.66, 1.49 0.961 1.26 0.78, 2.02 0.344

Current 1.62 1.11, 2.37 0.013 1.57 1.03, 2.39 0.034

Current cigarettes per day 1.04 1.01, 1.06 0.002 1.02 0.99, 1.04 0.183

Note: P<0.05 (as shown in the p-value column) in bold.
Abbreviations: AUD, alcohol use disorder; AUDIT-C, Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test-Consumption; CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; MI,
myocardial infarction; REF, reference.
aCox proportional hazards models adjusted for age, birth sex, race/ethnicity, hepatitis C virus infection, hepatitis B virus infection, dyslipidaemia, hypertension,

diabetes, and time updated viral load and CD4 count.
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cigarettes smoked per day was associated with increased
MI risk [18, 19, 30, 49]. While general population studies
tended to categorize cigarettes used per day, we examined
this association continuously, demonstrating a 4%
increase in T1MI risk per cigarette per day. While this
association did not reach significance in our T2MI ana-
lyses, Figure 2 demonstrates the impact that each half
pack (i.e., 10 cigarettes/day) had on increasing risk of
T1MI and T2MI. This could be explained by reduced
power for T2MI, due to fewer events, or differences in
mechanism of how cigarette smoking results in T1MI
and T2MI. Non-nicotine components of cigarettes have
been shown to result in platelet activation, which has
been associated with atherosclerotic plaque formation

[50], increasing the risk for T1MI, which would be con-
sistent with a dose–response dynamic. A proposed mech-
anism for smoking resulting in T2MI susceptibility
suggests that an oxygen supply versus demand imbalance
is created when high blood carboxyhaemoglobin is pre-
sent, reducing oxygen levels in the blood, while nicotine
stimulates the sympathetic nervous system, resulting in
elevated heart rate and blood pressure as well as coronary
vasoconstriction [16, 51]. This could be dose–response
related (i.e., the longer one smokes at any one time, the
higher the risk) but not necessarily over the long term.

Interestingly, our data demonstrated differential risk
for men and women by MI type with respect to smoking.
Most studies of MI, regardless of population, combine all

FIGURE 1 (a) T1MI- and (b) T2MI-free survival by daily current cigarette use and age adjusted for number of cigarettes smoked per day

for current smokers, sex, race/ethnicity, hepatitis C virus infection, hepatitis B virus infection, dyslipidaemia, treated hypertension, diabetes,

severe chronic kidney disease, and time updated viral load and CD4 count. Panel (a) shows that current smokers have a T1MI risk similar to

that of a person with HIV a decade older, whereas the risk of T2MI is similar to that of someone even more than a decade older. T1MI, type

1 myocardial infarction; T2MI, type 2 myocardial infarction.
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types, so less is known about sex differences with respect
to MI type. Recent studies examining sex differences in
the general population highlighted that men tend to be
more likely to experience T1MI than women but that
men and women experience T2MI at similar rates [52,
53]. This is consistent with our T1MI findings, reinfor-
cing the idea that T1MI is also likely to be higher among
men in people living with HIV. With respect to T2MI,
our previous work demonstrated that the top three causes
in our cohort were sepsis/bacteraemia, illicit drug use,
and hypertensive urgency/emergency. While information

on sepsis/bacteraemia was not available for people living
with HIV in the analysis cohort, a greater proportion of
women than men in our cohort reported injection drug
use as an HIV risk factor, suggesting they may have
greater risk of sepsis/bacteraemia. Additionally, women
were more likely than men to have hypertension and
report regular use of opioids and cocaine, suggesting that
these could contribute to the higher risk of T2MI with
smoking observed in women; however, we suggest the
need for further investigations of mechanisms that may
result in differential impact of smoking on sex and MI

FIGURE 2 (a) T1MI- and (b) T2MI-free survival by sex and current daily cigarette use adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, hepatitis C virus

infection, hepatitis B virus infection, dyslipidaemia, treated hypertension, diabetes, severe chronic kidney disease, and time updated viral

load and CD4 count. Panel (a) highlights the impact of sex on T1MI, where male non-smokers had a risk similar to that of females who

smoked more than one pack per day; however, this observation was reversed for T2MI (panel b), where women had a significantly greater

risk of T2MI than did men. T1Mi, type 1 myocardial infarction; T2MI, type 2 myocardial infarction.
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type. This study, taken with evidence from the general
population, suggests that both smoking cessation and
reduction are critically important for preventing MI risk
among people living with HIV. In addition to assessing
and preventing atherosclerosis for both men and women
with HIV who smoke, careful attention to factors associ-
ated with T2MI, such as infection, low CD4 cell count,
higher VLs, and stimulant use, is also important for pre-
venting and managing MI in people living with HIV, par-
ticularly among women with HIV who smoke.

We observed an inverse association between continu-
ous AUDIT-C score and both hazardous and non-
hazardous categories of AUDIT-C compared with no
alcohol use with T1MI and the non-hazardous AUDIT-C
category compared with no alcohol use with T2MI. These
associations were not observed for frequency of alcohol
or heavy episodic use over a 30-day period. Most studies
in the general population demonstrated more consistent
inverse associations with measures of alcohol use, but
they used different categories of alcohol consumption
than we did, such as moderate and heavy [24, 26], some-
times and regularly [23], any consumption in the past
12 months [54], timing of consumption prior to MI
(e.g., hours, weeks, days) [55, 56], and grams/day or week
[27, 29], which might explain why we saw an inverse
association with MI on some measures and not others.
Indeed, when we examined associations between T1MI/
T2MI and categories of numbers of drinks per month
(i.e., 0, 1–4, ≥5), we observed a similar association with
studies in the general population categorizing frequency
of consumption [25, 30]. Results from our study were
consistent with results regarding no association between
heavy episodic/binge alcohol consumption and MI [26].
It is also important to note that the inverse association
between alcohol use and MI is not observed in all popula-
tions [54], and our sample is racially/ethnically diverse.
Furthermore, epidemiological studies have suggested that
the mechanisms by which alcohol may lower the risk of
MI include lowering blood lipids [23], increasing high-
density lipoprotein cholesterol [29], and improving insu-
lin sensitivity [29]. Experimental studies demonstrate
that feeding participants ≥30 g of alcohol/day increased
high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels [57] and insu-
lin sensitivity [58, 59]. However, HIV infection results in
increased dyslipidaemia and insulin resistance [59, 60],
which may attenuate the positive effects of moderate
alcohol consumption observed in the general population
and might explain the moderate and inconsistent associa-
tion between alcohol consumption and MI in our study.

While this and most other studies among the general
population identify a potentially moderate protective
effect of alcohol consumption on the risk of T1MI, these
findings should be tempered with regard to health more

generally. Studies examining the effects of alcohol in the
general population on all types of CVD demonstrate het-
erogeneous effects [24, 27], where the risk of stroke and
other cardiovascular events are increased by alcohol con-
sumption, even though alcohol consumption appears
protective for MI. When comparing heavy (>167 g/week)
and more moderate (12–83 g/week) alcohol consump-
tion, an increased risk of MI was observed in a moder-
ately sized cohort from northern Europe [61].
Furthermore, although alcohol consumption may be
associated with a reduced risk of MI, it has also been
associated with an increased risk of cancer and all-cause
mortality within the same study [26]. Other studies have
demonstrated associations with increased risk of renal
damage [62], cirrhosis [63], cancer [64], and all-cause
mortality [64, 65]. Furthermore, alcohol consumption is
the seventh leading cause of death worldwide [66]. While
complete alcohol cessation has been recommended for
people living with HIV [67], this study suggests that
smoking cessation and/or reduction might be a more
important priority for long-term health outcomes over
cessation of light/moderate alcohol use among people liv-
ing with HIV who do not have HCV infection or liver
disease.

Our study had several limitations with respect to
measurement of primary exposures and follow-up. We
collected robust measures on participant smoking behav-
iour but not passive exposure to cigarette smoke, which
has been associated with increased risk for MI [18]. If
non-smoking participants had significant exposure to
second-hand cigarette smoke, this could reduce the
strength of the association between smoking and MI
observed in our study. Additionally, we did not have the
opportunity to include vaping or e-cigarette use in these
analyses, as data collection on this measure started in the
final year of cohort inclusion, so only 44% of participants
answered this question, among whom 10% reported ever
vaping or using e-cigarettes. Associations between MI by
type and vaping or e-cigarette use is of interest and will
be examined in future analyses. Although we used
AUDIT-C as a robust measure of alcohol consumption,
we did not measure whether alcohol was paired with
food, which has been shown to support insulin sensitivity
[68], a mechanism by which alcohol is thought to be pro-
tective against MI [29]. Additionally, we measured alco-
hol consumption over discrete time periods rather than
by daily journaling. This has advantages for understand-
ing overall impact, but we could not examine the effect of
alcohol consumption on the day of or just before an
MI. Previous studies have shown that alcohol consump-
tion has been associated with an acute increased risk of
MI within a few hours after consumption [54–56]. Addi-
tionally, we did not examine modifications in
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associations between smoking and MI with respect to
illicit substance use, because illicit substance use was not
measured in the entire cohort. There is significant inter-
est in the impact of illicit substance use on MI by type;
however, the focus of this study was to determine
whether the effects of alcohol and smoking on MI among
people living with HIV differed from those in the general
population, where illicit substance use is not normally
studied. Although we had a sufficiently long median
follow-up of 4 years, events and longitudinal follow-up
continue to accrue, allowing greater opportunity to exam-
ine changes in alcohol use and smoking patterns and the
effects of illicit substance use in the future.

Our study has several strengths. CNICS has a large
population with demographic, clinical, and geographic
diversity. CNICS collects consistent and robust repeated
measures on alcohol use, smoking, clinical laboratory
measures, and other health measures, which allowed for
time-varying assessment of important factors within this
study. The assessment of MI through our clinical adjudi-
cation process reduced the risk of misclassification of the
outcome and allowed for examination of risk by MI type.
Our data collection and assessment processes also
enhanced the completeness of data on all participants.

In this study of 13 506 people living with HIV with
repeated measures on smoking/alcohol consumption
over a median of 4 years of follow-up, we demonstrated
that current cigarette smoking was associated with a
1.6-fold increased risk of both T1MI and T2MI compared
with not smoking. Furthermore, 4% of this risk could be
decreased for every cigarette per day reduction, and this
had a greater impact on T1MI in men and on T2MI in
women. Although alcohol consumption was associated
with a moderately lower risk of T1MI compared with no
consumption, we would not recommend an increase in
alcohol consumption among people living with HIV
given the other serious consequences of alcohol con-
sumption. This study highlights the potential benefits of
not only cessation but also reducing the number of ciga-
rettes per day, even without achieving cessation, on CVD
health among people living with HIV, with potentially
different impacts on MI type between men and women.
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